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Figure 1: (a) Given a 3D scan of a broken object, our approach automatically generates a 3D printed restoration piece to repair
the object by using the scan of an original counterpart as a reference. (b) Small-scale differences in geometric structure between
the broken and original scans cause traditional volumetric Boolean subtraction methods to generate artifacts such as floating
components and thin wide slivers that extend over the surface of the broken object, rendering the restoration piece unprintable.
(c) Naïvely thresholding the Euclidean distance introduces a non-smooth join. (d) Our approach ensures smoothness prior to
and across the join. Insets show alternate view of restoration meshes.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

In this work, we provide an approach to automatically reconstruct
a 3D printed restoration piece for a broken object from 3D scanned
meshes of the broken object and an original counterpart. Our approach provides two contributions to reconstruct a restoration
with a smooth join to the broken object, necessary for object functionality such as liquid containment, injury prevention, and visual
aesthetic. As our first contribution, we leverage the original counterpart mesh to grow an exterior surface for the restoration piece
that approaches the broken object within a small tolerance. As
our second contribution, we project the exterior surface boundary onto the broken object to create a fracture surface boundary
whose vertices satisfy the constraints of proximity, normal alignment, and tangency to vertices on the exterior surface boundary.
Our approach prevents artifacts of volumetric Boolean subtraction,
such as floating components and thin long slivers at the join, and
avoids ruts at the join region introduced by Euclidean distance
thresholding. We show 3D printed restoration results for 14 objects
and 3D printable results for 8 objects.

• Computing methodologies → Mesh models; Shape analysis.
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1

INTRODUCTION

When a household object breaks, most consumers choose to discard
the object instead of repairing it, generating waste. 3D printing
has become ubiquitous, providing the potential to print restoration
pieces for broken objects. However, while 3D modeling tools have
become common in the consumer space, manually creating the
precise, highly irregular, geometry of a restoration piece at the
region of fracture requires 3D modeling expertise, and is out of the
scope of an average user. In this work, we provide an approach
to automatically reconstruct a 3D printable restoration piece for a
broken object from a 3D scanned mesh of the object. To generate a
high-fidelity restoration, our approach leverages a 3D mesh of an
original complete counterpart that is rigidly aligned to the broken
3D mesh. The 3D mesh of the original may be obtained by scanning
objects in a set, e.g., plates in a dish set or salt and pepper shakers,
or by using prior scans such as those of a person’s teeth.
The principle challenge addressed by our work is that innate
imprecisions in 3D scanning technologies and inaccuracies in rigid
alignment algorithms introduce small-scale deviations between the
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original and broken 3D meshes. Due these deviations, volumetric
Boolean subtraction of the meshes to generate the restoration yields
artifacts such as small floating components where the surfaces of
the original and broken meshes are similar, and thin slivers that
extend from the join of the restoration mesh and the broken mesh
as shown in Figure 1(b). One approach to circumvent the artifacts
is to merge an exterior surface and a fracture surface obtained by
thresholding the Euclidean distance between the vertices of each 3D
mesh and their nearest neighbors on the other mesh. However, as
shown in Figure 1(c), this approach does not yield a restoration with
a smooth join to the broken object, needed for functionality such as
avoiding liquid discharge through ruts at the join, preventing injury
from abrasion, or maintaining visual aesthetics. To reconstruct a
restoration piece with a smooth join as shown in Figure 1(d), we
provide two contributions.
(1) Our first contribution is to grow an exterior surface for
the restoration mesh as shown in Figure 2(c) by iteratively
adding vertices from the original mesh until we reach the
broken mesh within a tolerance. Our approach preserves
mesh smoothness prior to the join by ensuring that the exterior surface vertices are as close to the broken mesh as
possible, in contrast to an exterior surface generated by Euclidean distance thresholding where a tolerance needed to
eliminate small artifacts may create a surface that is distant
from the broken mesh.
(2) Our second contribution is to generate a fracture surface
boundary as shown in Figure 2(d) by projecting the exterior surface boundary onto the broken mesh such that the
projected vertices satisfy the criteria of proximity, normal
alignment, and tangency to the exterior surface. Our fracture
surface generation approach ensures smoothness across the
join between the restoration and broken object.
We show results of using our approach to create 3D printed
restoration pieces for 14 objects and 3D printable pieces for 8 objects in Section 8. Our approach now allows the average consumer
to reduce household waste and save on the cost of replacing or
fixing broken objects. Users no longer need to have 3D modeling
experience in order to generate a restoration part, and the broken
object does not need to exhibit specific geometric qualities such as
symmetry to be repaired. Using our work, kitchen-ware may be restored to be water-tight by providing a small amount of guidance to
the user on applying adhesive. Users can repair tools, handrails, and
handles such that the objects will stand up to prolonged handling
without causing discomfort or injury. Our work enables the automation of repair in domain-specific applications such as restoration of
objects of cultural and archaeological significance, generation of
dental implants from scans of original and broken teeth, or creation
of 3D printed bone replicas for reconstructive surgery.

2

RELATED WORK

Most prior approaches to repair objects using 3D printing focus on
domain-specific applications such as generating medical implants,
e.g., hips, knees, and dentures [Rengier et al. 2010], and restoration
of artifacts of cultural value, e.g., busts [Scopigno et al. 2011], statues [Arbace et al. 2013], a historic porcelain bowl [Antlej et al. 2011],
and a fractured silver crown [Seixas et al. 2018]. These approaches
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require users to manually generate the 3D printed restoration. Flores et al. [2017; 2016] provide a method to reconstruct a human ear
using 3D printed reference models manually generated in Blender,
and using auricular tracings and a 3D scan of the patient’s head
as guides in the modeling process. Lee [2013] provides a system
to aid dentists in generating 3D printable dentures using a virtual
sculpting tool and a 3D scan of a patient’s mouth as a reference.
While it is possible to include the input of users with domain expertise in fields such as cultural heritage, medicine, or dentistry, it is
not feasible for average consumers to have the experience required
to manually model the irregular fracture surface generated when
everyday objects break.
Some approaches circumvent precisely replicating the fracture
surface by altering the broken object. Harrysson et al. [2007] generate custom knee implants that attach to an existing bone structure
which has been cut so that the interface is a flat plane, eliminating
the need to precisely extract the fracture surface. Zheng et al. [2006]
and Gao et al. [2008; 2005] provide a system to automate turbine
repair by adding excess material to the damaged turbine and eroding the result until it conforms with a reference 3D model. These
approaches do not enable average consumers to repair everyday
broken objects made of ceramics, glass, or plastic, as they require
specialized mechanical equipment to cut or erode the object, and
professional expertise to alter the object and use the equipment.
Additionally, the approaches of Zheng et al. and Gao et al. are
subtractive, and not suited to the additive manufacturing process
underlying 3D printing. Other approaches have used Boolean subtraction to generate restoration models when broken objects exhibit
symmetry. Singare et al. [2008] generate restorative prosthetics for
individuals with unilateral facial tumors by obtaining a 3D model
of the patient’s skull, virtually removing the tumor area, reflecting
the 3D model over the bisecting plane of symmetry, and computing the Boolean subtraction of the altered half from the unaltered
reflected half. They then manually refine the result to derive the
restoration part. Fatini et al. [2008] use a similar approach in the
restoration of a damaged medieval skull. The approaches of Singare
et al. and Fatini et al. do not allow restoration parts to be generated
for broken regions which do not have symmetric counterparts on
the object, and require that only one side of the object be damaged.
More recently, in the approach of Gregor et al. [2014] and in
the follow-up approach of Papaioannou et al. [2017], the authors
provide a partially automated pipeline to generate restoration parts
for a variety of broken cultural heritage objects with corresponding original objects generated using symmetric reflection [Sipiran
et al. 2014]. Similar to the approaches of Sekou et al. and Fatini et
al., the approaches of Gregor et al. and Papaioannou et al. fail to
generate restoration pieces for broken objects without symmetric
counterparts on the original object as we show with the approach of
Papaioannou et al. in Section 8. Our approach does not require symmetries to be present on the object. Additionally, these approaches
require users to manually flag the fracture surface, whereas our
approach automatically extracts the fracture surface.

3

OVERVIEW

Let a 2-manifold mesh M be represented as VM , FM such that
VM = {v1 , v2 , v3 ...vn } where v ∈ R3 is an ordered set of vertices
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original mesh O (gray)
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B to O

(c) Generation of exterior
surface E (red) using O
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(d) Generation of fracture
surface F (red) using B

(e) Generation of restoration
mesh R from E and F

Figure 2: Overview of our approach. (a) Our approach takes as input a mesh B corresponding to the broken object, and a mesh
O corresponding to the unbroken original object. (b) We align B to O, and (c) automatically generate the exterior surface E
by extracting the vertex in O that is farthest removed from B and iteratively growing the mesh to extract portions of O not
present in B. (d) We generate the fracture surface F by projecting the boundary of E onto B. (e) We obtain the restoration mesh
R by triangulating the gap between E and F .
and FM = {(v1 , v2 , v3 ), ...} is a set of 3-tuples such that each 3tuple forms a triangle in counter-clockwise order. As shown in
Figure 2(a), our approach takes as input two meshes (i) a scanned
mesh B = (VB , FB ) corresponding to the broken object and (ii) a
mesh O = (VO , FO ) corresponding to the unbroken original object.
As shown in Figure 2(b) we clean these inputs so that they are
closed 2-manifold meshes and perform a rigid alignment of B to
O, as discussed in Section 4. To specify the outer structure of the
restoration mesh R, we generate an exterior surface E as shown in
Figure 2(c) using an iterative mesh growing approach that extracts
regions of O present in R, as discussed in Section 5. To extract the
fracture surface F shown in Figure 2(d), we project the boundary of
the exterior surface E onto B to compute an ordered cycle on the
surface of B, and we identify triangles inside the ordered cycle as
being part of the fracture surface, as discussed in Section 6. We generate the restoration mesh R shown in Figure 2(e) by triangulating
automatically generated correspondences between the boundaries
of E and F , as discussed in Section 7.
The only manual steps in our approach pertain to intuitive tasks
that can be performed by average users with minimal instruction.
These steps correspond to (i) preparing the object for scanning
by filling deep concavities with clay and applying talcum powder
as discussed in Subsection 4.1, (ii) cleaning a few small artifacts
generated by particulate matter such as dust, dirt, or talcum powder
on the scanner surface as discussed in Subsection 4.2, and (iii)
specifying the number of parts that have broken off.

4 MESH PRE-PROCESSING
4.1 Object Scanning
To scan a broken object, we use a Shining 3D EinScan-SP desktop
laser scanner which scans objects from multiple angles using a
turntable. For broken objects that have a hollow interior, we fill the
interior with soft modeling clay, as shown in Figure 3(a), to avoid

artifacts of 3D scanning highly non-convex regions. We ensure that
the fracture region on the object is not altered by our additions. We
dust objects that are reflective with talcum powder to ensure that
object specularities do not impede scanning. We place the object on
the scanner turntable and use the scanner software to reconstruct
the object by capturing 20 depth images. We remove the clay and
talcum powder from the object immediately after scanning. While
the clay we use is non-toxic and can be cleaned when used on
everyday objects, it may not be desirable for objects of cultural
significance. In this case, the user may resort to one of the various
filler materials used in the conservation industry—such as plaster
of Paris [Williams 2002]—which can be readily removed either
mechanically or by submerging in hot water or a chemical bath.

4.2

Mesh Cleaning

The meshes B and O may contain self-intersections, small artifacts, and mesh holes as shown in Figure 3(b). We split off selfintersections in Autodesk Netfabb using an approach similar to
Campen and Kobbelt [2010], and delete all but the largest connected component in both meshes. We visually inspect the meshes
for small attached artifacts generated by the presence of particulate
matter such as dust, dirt, or talcum powder on the turntable, and
remove these artifacts manually by selecting them using a lasso tool
in Netfabb and deleting them. We close any holes in the mesh using
the approach of Hu et al. [2012] implemented in MeshLab [Cignoni
et al. 2008], which ensures that the meshes are closed, 2-manifold
surfaces, as shown in Figure 3(c).

4.3

Mesh Alignment

After cleaning the input meshes B and O, we subsample both meshes
to 3000 vertices and obtain a rigid transformation which globally
aligns B to O using the Super 4PCS algorithm [Mellado et al. 2014].
We fine-tune the alignment by using ICP [Besl and McKay 1992]
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on the dense vertex sets transformed by the global alignment. To
prevent vertices on the two meshes that are distant from each other
from influencing the alignment, we re-run ICP to rigidly re-align B
to O using only vertices in each mesh that have nearest neighbors in
the other mesh closer than a threshold γ , where γ = 3.0 millimeters.
From here on, while VO refers to the vertex set of the original
mesh without any transformation, VB refers to the vertex set of
the broken mesh aligned using Super 4PCS and two ICP steps, as
shown in Figure 3(d).

5

EXTERIOR SURFACE GENERATION

To obtain the exterior surface E = (VE , FE ), we initialize VE = {v}
where v ∈ VO is the farthest vertex from any vertex in VB . We
then use an iterative approach to expand E, as shown in Figure 4(a).
In each iteration we compute the current mesh boundary ∂E by
obtaining an ordered list of all face edges in E that occur only once.
We then extend the mesh boundary by adding to VE a set of vertices
Vv for each vertex v ∈ ∂E, where Vv = Vd ∩ NO (v) ∩ (VO \ VE ),
Vd ⊂ VO is a set of vertices that are farther than µ millimeters away
from any vertex in VB , and NO (v) is the 1-ring neighborhood of v.
In our work we use µ = 0.35 millimeters. We stop adding vertices to
VE when we reach an iteration where for all vertices v ∈ ∂E, Vv =
∅. We then set FE ⊂ FO such that FE includes all faces in FO for
which every vertex referenced in the face is in VE . For objects that
require multiple restoration parts, i.e., multiple separate connected
components, we set VO = VO \VE and generate additional exterior
surfaces repeatedly until we have extracted the desired number
of connected components, specified as input by the user. We then
combine all exterior surfaces to form the final exterior surface E.
If the mesh is not sufficiently dense, E may penetrate B. To avoid
penetration, prior to computing E we first estimate the density of
the mesh by determining if the length of any edge in O or B is
greater than or equal to η, where
2µ
η= p
,
7/3

(1)

and if so we recursively subsample the faces adjacent to the edge
using the approach of Jacobson [2018] until the length of all edges
in O and B are shorter than η. We derive η below.
Computation of η. Consider an equilateral triangle ∆ABC shown
in Figure 4(b), with each side having the same length as the longest
edge in the mesh B, and a line segment PQ representing an edge in
the mesh O. Assume that P and Q satisfy the condition that every
point on the exterior surface is at least µ units away from any point
on B. If ∆ABC is a triangle of the mesh B, then P and Q are each at
least µ units from A, B, and C.
In particular, consider the case where P and Q are exactly µ units
away from A, B, and C, and the length a of a side of ∆ABC is such
that it satisfies the triangle inequality over ∆PBI, i.e., ||PI|| + ||BI|| ≥
||PB|| in Figure 4(b). If PQ intersects ∆ABC, then the line segment
PQ is perpendicular to ∆ABC, passes through the centroid of ∆ABC,
and is bisected by ∆ABC. The length of PQ, i.e. η, is given as
p
η = 2||PI|| = 2 ||PB|| 2 − ||BI|| 2 ,

(2)

Scan

Clean-up

Alignment

Clean-up

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Mesh pre-processing. (a) We fill the interior of the
broken object with modeling clay before scanning. (b) Because the broken scan (green) and original scan (gray) can exhibit mesh holes and scanning artifacts, (c) we split off selfintersections and fill holes to generate 2-manifold meshes.
(d) We use Super 4PCS [Mellado et al. 2014] and ICP [Besl
and McKay 1992] to rigidly align B to O.
since ∆PBI is a right triangle. As BI is the hypotenuse of ∆IBN, and
∠IBN is π /6, the length of BI can be found as
||BI|| =

a/2
a
||BN||
= √
= √ .
cos(π /6)
3/2
3

(3)

Equation (2) can now be written as
r

a2
.
(4)
3
In Theorem A.1 in the appendix, we show that ∆ABC being equilateral with side length a equal to the longest edge in B provides
the smallest length for PQ in comparison to any triangle in B. In
Theorem A.2, we show that PQ is the smallest possible line segment
from O that intersects ∆ABC. If it can be ensured that line segments
in O are smaller than PQ, then edges in E grown from O will not
penetrate triangles in B. By performing the above analysis for a
line segment PQ in B and a triangle ABC in O, it can be similarly
ensured that if line segments in B are smaller than PQ, then triangles in E grown from O will not be penetrated by line segments in
B.
If the length of a does not satisfy the triangle inequality for ∆PBI,
i.e., if ||PI|| + ||BI|| < ||PB||, then the above analysis fails and line
segments smaller than PQ in O will intersect triangles in B. This
sets an upper bound a max on the longest edge a of B, such that at
the upper bound, ||PI|| + ||BI|| = ||PB||, and ||BI|| = a√max . Given
η = 2 µ2 −

η

3

that ||PI|| = 2 and ||PB|| = µ, a max can be obtained as
√
√ 
η
a max = 3 (||PB|| − ||PI||) = 3 µ −
.
(5)
2
The same upper bound exists on the longest edge of O. However, if
a = a max , the line segment PQ collapses to a point, i.e., ||PQ|| = 0,
and ||PI|| = 0, or a max is given as
√
a max = 3µ.
(6)
Thus in practice, a should be smaller than a max . In this work, we
subsample triangles in the meshes B and O to have a small maximum
edge length a. To ensure that the relative sizes of triangles in B and
O are balanced with respect to each other, we set a to be the same
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(a) Round 100, round 300, and final round 459
of exterior mesh growth

(b) Computation of η

(a)

Figure 4: (a) Starting with the vertex in VO that is farthest
from any vertex in VB , we grow the exterior mesh by adding
vertices from VO to the set VE if they are in the one-ring
of any vertex in ∂E, do not already belong to VE , and are
distanced at least µ from any vertex in VB . We iteratively add
vertices until E reaches B as shown in the last image. (b) In
Equation (1), we determine the maximum value η that the
longest edge PQ in O can take in order to avoid penetrating
the triangle ∆ABC as shown by treating ∆ABC as equilateral.
as η, the length of PQ. Setting a = η in Equation (4) and solving
for η we obtain the expression in Equation (1). We subsample any
triangle in B or O that has an edge larger than η, until the resulting
triangles have an edge length lesser than η. Note that setting a = η
ensures that a < a max .

6

FRACTURE SURFACE GENERATION

In this section we identify the fracture surface of the restoration
mesh F = (VF , FF ), shown in Figure 2(d). To ensure an accurate
fracture surface, we project ∂E onto B by minimizing an objective
function discussed in Section 6.1. Since ∂E projected onto B may
not contain a complete list of connected vertices on B, we determine
a complete edge boundary by identifying a cycle on B, and use the
handedness of B to identify and extract F as triangles on the left of
the projected boundary, as discussed in Section 6.2.

6.1

Boundary Projection

To bridge the gap between meshes E and B, we project ∂E onto
B such that the restoration mesh exhibits a strong cusp where
it interfaces with B, as shown in Figure 5(d), creating a smooth
connection between the two meshes. For each vertex v ∈ ∂E we
choose a vertex v ∈ VB from the k nearest neighbors in VB to v
such that v minimizes the energy function
f (v) = λ 1 f 1 (v) + λ 2 f 2 (v) + λ 3 f 3 (v).

(7)

As shown in Figure 5(b), the term f 1 (v) in Equation (7) ensures that
v is as close as possible to v and is given as
f 1 (v) = ∥v − v∥.

(8)

As shown in Figure 5(c), the term f 2 (v) in Equation (7) ensures that
the normals nv and nv are aligned, and is given as
f 2 (v) = − min(µ, 1)(nv · nv ).

(9)

nv

E

nv

E
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F gure 5 Effect of m n m z ng se ect terms n Equat on 7
on boundary pro ect on a If we choose a v that m n m zes
on y 1 v v connects to the c osest vertex n B resu t ng
n a furrowed o n b If we choose a v that m n m zes
λ 1 1 v + λ 2 2 v v connects to the c osest vertex w th a s m ar norma a so resu t ng n a furrowed o n c Us ng our approach we choose a v by m n m z ng λ 1 1 v +λ 2 2 v +λ 3 3 v
wh ch se ects a vertex w th a s m ar norma such that a vector drawn from v to v s tangent to the norma at v resu t ng
n a smooth o n between meshes

As shown n F gure 5 d he erm 3 v n Equa on 7 ensures ha
a vec or drawn rom v o v s approx ma e y angen o nv and s
g ven as


v−v
10
v
=
m
n
µ
1
n
3
v
∥v − v∥
We co ec hese ver ces n o an ordered s o pro ec ed ver ces
Vp n our work we use k = 100 λ 1 = 1 0 λ 2 = 4 0 and λ 3 = 4 0
F gure 6 a shows he ver ces se ec ed on B or a por on o ∂E
To genera e a cyc e w h no repe ons rom he d sconnec ed
ver ces n Vp we era e over success ve ver ex pa rs n Vp and
use D ks ra s a gor hm [1959] o genera e a pa h be ween each
ver ex pa r We nser he pa h be ween he curren ver ces n Vp
as shown n F gure 6 b We nk success ve ver ces un he as
ver ex n Vp s nked o he firs comp e ng he cyc e We hen
check he cyc e or repea ed ver ces wh ch may genera e se n ersec ng geome ry For a ver ces v ∈ Vp we check v occurs
 j V k
p
n he prev ous n ver ces where n = m n ρ
and Vp
2
re ers o he coun o Vp we find an occurrence we de e e a he
ver ces n Vp ha e be ween he firs and curren occurrence o
v n our work we use ρ = 50 o preven co apse o he en re cyc e
The dark green edges n F gure 6 c represen he resu ng rac ure
sur ace boundary ex rac ed a er e m na ng cyc e repe ons
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Extracting Fracture Mesh

The cycle Vp divides B into several connected components, some of
which correspond to the exterior surface of B and some of which correspond to the fracture surface F . Because the order of the projected
cycle Vp coincides with the order of ∂E, vertices in the fracture
surface lie on the left side of the projected cycle. To generate F , we
extract the boundary of F from B by exploiting the right-handed
referencing of faces in B. We set FF to all faces f ∈ FB such that if
there exist any two successive vertices referenced in f which are
equal to any two successive vertices in Vp , f is added to FF . We then
compute the interior of the fracture surface by removing the projected edge vertices from B, so that VB = VB /Vp . We compute the
connected components in B and for each component C = (VC , FC ),
we add C to F if VF ∩ VC , ∅. To ensure correct mesh orientation,
we reverse the order of vertex references in FF . The opaque green
faces in Figure 6(c) represent the extracted fracture surface.

7

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Extracting fracture mesh. (a) For each vertex in ∂E,
shown in red, we select a corresponding vertex on B using
the energy function described in Equation (7). The generated
vertices on B, shown in green and pointed to with a dotted
arrow, are aggregated into Vp , and (b) connected using Dijkstra’s algorithm. (c) To eliminate self-intersecting geometry,
we search for and eliminate repetitions. We extract the fracture surface shown by the opaque green faces by exploiting
the right-hand referencing of faces in B.

FORMING RESTORATION MESH

To generate the restoration mesh R = (VR , FR ), we combine the
exterior mesh E generated in Section 5 and the fractured mesh F
generated in Section 6, such that VR = VE ∪VF and FR = FE ∪ FF .
To determine correspondences for triangulation between E and F ,
for each vertex in ∂E we find the nearest neighbor in Vp , and store
these correspondences in a new ordered list Vc . To ensure that
faces generated during triangulation do not overlap, we split Vc
into two partial lists such that the
j firstk list spans from the first
through the p th vertex where p =

| Vc |
2

and the second list spans

+ 1)th

from the (p
vertex through the last vertex. For each partial
list we iterate over the vertices, and for each vertex we check if
that vertex has occurred previously in the partial set. If it has, we
overwrite all the vertices between the first occurrence and the
current vertex with the current vertex. We then recombine the
two partial lists and repeat this overlap elimination on the vertices
j k
p

between and including the p1th and p2th vertices, where p1 = 2
j k
3p
and p2 = 2 . To triangulate the gap between E and F in R, we
iterate over the vertices in Vc using an iterator i and the vertices
in Vp using an iterator j. For a given iteration with v ∈ ∂E and
v ∈ Vp , if Vc (i + 1) = Vp (j) then we create a new face (vi+1 , vi , vj ),
append this face to FR , and increment i, else we create a new face
(vj , vj+1 , vi ), append this face to FR , and increment j. We continue
to generate faces until i is |Vc |−1 and j is |Vp |−1. Self-intersections
may occur during the triangulation between E and F if the energy
function described in Equation (7) selects vertices on B that are
behind the cusp of the fracture. Since the geometry beyond the
intersection of R and B does not impact the smoothness of the join,
we use Autodesk Netfabb’s version of the approach of Campen and
Kobbelt [2010] to remove self-intersections.

8

(a)

RESULTS

We generate restoration parts for 22 objects discussed in Tables 1
and 2, and shown in Figures 7 to 10. Our chosen objects represent
functional items, such as the cups and candle holder, and ornamental
items, such as the Mario and Winnie the Pooh figurines. We select
objects that are either sold as sets, mass produced and sold as

individual items, or hand crafted and sold in pairs. The candle
holder, flower bowl, and flower were cast objects for which we
obtained and scanned exact replicas. For the watering can shaped
salt shaker, barn, and milk jug, we purchased a set of two similar
objects, broke one of the two, and used the unbroken object to
generate the original mesh. The owl cup and candle stand were
hand-made in sets of two, which we similarly exploited to generate
repairs. In this case, since the items were handmade, it is likely that
minor variations exist between the original and broken object. For
some objects, like the owl cup in Figure 7, our scanner was unable
to capture the inside of the object, and provided an open mesh. We
obtained a closed mesh for these objects by using hole filling in
MeshLab to close the top with a plane surface.
We remove any biases in the generation of our broken objects
by striking each object at a random location. After scanning, the
original meshes vary in size from 0.2 million vertices to 1.2 million
vertices, and the broken meshes range from 0.1 million to 1.1 million
vertices. We implemented our algorithm in MATLAB R2018b and
ran our experiments on a desktop computer with an Intel i7-7700k
processor and 32 GB of RAM, running Microsoft Windows 10. We
provide timing results for our algorithm devoid of the mesh preprocessing steps for all objects in Table 2. Restoration pieces were
printed using PLA plastic on one of three 3D printers— a FlashForge
Creator Pro, a Qidi Tech, and an Ultimaker 3. Each restoration part
took between 2 and 4 hours to print.
Figures 7 and 8 show 3D printed results for 14 objects, and
Figure 9 shows 3D printable results for 5 objects generated using
our approach. Our restoration pieces allow a user to ergonomically
use a cup even after it has been broken, as shown with the owl
cup in Figure 7, or display a set of candles even after one or more
candle holders have been broken, as shown with the candle stand in
Figure 8. The tight join of our restoration part enables it to support
parts of the broken object even without adhesive, as shown in
Figure 7 with the leg of the big elephant and in Figure 8 with the
candle holder. In addition, our approach can repair intricate items,
like the Mario figurine in Figure 7 and the Winnie the Pooh figurine
in Figure 8, such that they are still easily recognizable. As shown by
the timing results in Table 2, the restoration piece can be computed
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Owl Cup

Elephant (Big)

Pig

Ornament

White Dog

Flower

Salt Shaker

Mario

Figure 7: Original scanned mesh (gray), broken mesh (green) with restoration mesh (red), and 3D printed restoration piece
joined to the broken piece for an owl cup, a big elephant, a pig, an ornament, a white dog, a flower, a watering can-shaped salt
shaker, and a Mario figurine.

Bottle

Cactus

Candle Holder

Candle Stand

Duck

Winnie

Figure 8: Original scanned mesh (gray), broken mesh (green) with restoration mesh (red), and 3D printed restoration piece
joined to the broken piece for a bottle, a cactus, a candle holder, a candle stand, a duck, and a Winnie the Pooh figurine.

Barn

Upright Dog

Ring Holder

Milk Jug

Cup

Figure 9: Original (gray), broken (green) and restoration (red) meshes for a variety of objects.
quickly, so that the main bottleneck in performing the repair is in
scanning the object and printing the restoration.
For most of our objects, scanning and alignment imperfections
fit within the tolerance of µ = 0.35 millimeters. However, the
bowl and frog cup on the top of Figure 10(a) show large alignment
imperfections in the indicated regions. For the bowl, the original
counterpart had to be supported by clay for proper scanning, while
for the frog cup, the scanner does not accurately model the deep
concavities on the inside. The elephant at the bottom of Figure 10(a)
has large scanning imprecisions, since a number of fractured pieces
were joined together when the elephant broke, causing higher
deviations in the geometry from the original structure. As a result,
choosing µ = 0.35 millimeters leads to slivers that extend onto the

broken object. While still 3D printable, the restoration piece would
not have a tight fit with the broken object as shown in Figure 10(b).
In this case, the user has the option of increasing the tolerance of
µ. Figure 10(c) shows results for the bowl, the frog cup, and the
elephant with a tolerance of µ = 1.5 millimeters, in which case the
restoration mesh is more plausible.

8.1

Evaluation

To determine the accuracy of each tested approach, we provide
quantitative results in Table 1, where we report the error as the
average Euclidean distance between vertices in R for various approaches to the nearest neighbors in O ∪ B. To provide an intuitive

8.1.2 Comparison to altered Boolean subtraction. As shown in
Figure 11(d), we compare our approach to an altered volumetric
Boolean subtraction of B from O performed in Autodesk Netfabb. In
this approach, we move every vertex in O with a nearest neighbor
in B that is closer than µ to its corresponding nearest neighbor in B,
where µ = 0.35 millimeters. While this approach eliminates most
surface artifacts and slivers produced by naïve Boolean subtraction, some artifacts still remain as shown in Figure 11(d), and the
restoration join is not smooth.
8.1.3 Comparison to naïve Euclidean distance thresholding. As shown
in Figure 11(c), we compare our approach to a naïve Euclidean distance thresholding. In this approach, we keep vertices in O if their
nearest neighbors in B are farther away than µ and vice versa for
vertices in B. As in prior cases, we use a value of µ = 0.35 millimeters. For the result in Figure 1, we manually discarded artifacts that
arise due to the use of a small threshold, and triangulated between
the surface boundaries using the approach described in Section 7.
However this method is infeasible for the average consumer as
it requires mesh editing expertise. To automatically remove artifacts, we increase the distance for which vertices are discarded in
both meshes until only the desired number of connected components remain. This approach eliminates surface artifacts, but fails to
generate a restoration with a smooth join, as shown in Figure 11(c).
8.1.4 Comparison to Papaioannou et al. We compare our approach
to the work of Papaioannou et al. [2017] in Figure 11(b). We implemented their approach in MATLAB R2018b, and we set their vertex
exclusion parameter for the exterior surface σ to 0.35 millimeters,
and for the fracture surface ρ to 3.0 millimeters. Their approach is
specifically suited to broken objects that have been completed using
symmetries so that the complete object has the same geometry in
the available region as the broken object. In our case, where the
geometry of the original counterpart shows small-scale differences
from the broken objects, their approach retains large regions of B
that do not belong to the fractured surface, often preventing the
mesh from being 3D printed. It does not generate a smooth join
between the exterior and fracture surface and generates holes on
the exterior region as shown in Figure 11(b).
8.1.5 Variations of our approach. To demonstrate the effect of the
individual terms in the energy function described in Equation (7),
we generate results using only the first term in Equation (7) as
shown in Figure 11(e), using the first and second terms in in Equation (7) as shown in Figure 11(f), and using our approach with

Frog Cup

8.1.1 Comparison to naïve Boolean subtraction. As shown in Figure 11(a), we compare our approach to volumetric Boolean subtraction of B from O performed in Autodesk Maya. This approach
creates long thin mesh slivers where the surfaces of the original
and broken meshes are similar, as shown in Figure 11(a), which
would prevent these pieces from being physically attached to the
broken object if the object were printed. However, this approach
also generates an excessive number of connected components, as
shown in Table 2, which makes the 3D prints functionally unusable.

Elephant

comparison of error, we eliminate faces in R that come from O
or B, providing quantitative results only for new geometry in R
generated by the approach being tested.
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Flower Bowl
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: (a) The bowl and frog cup show alignment imperfections due to the use of clay to support the bowl and inaccurate scanning of the interior for the frog cup, while joining multiple fractured pieces creates scanning imprecisions
for the elephant. (b) Using a small value of µ at 0.35 creates
slivers that extend over the broken region. (c) By changing
the value of µ to 1.5, we obtain a more plausible result.

all terms in Equation (7) as shown in Figure 11(g). As shown in
Figure 11(e), boundary projection using the first term generates
a similar result to that of altered Boolean subtraction at the join
region. It can be seen in Figure 11(f) that addition of the second
term improves the smoothness of the join with objects for which
the edges of the fracture region fall directly below the exterior
region and mimic the orientation of the fractured region. Finally,
our approach with the full optimization function described in Equation (7) demonstrates the smoothest join for all objects tested, as
shown in Figure 11(g).
Table 1 shows that adding each term in Equation (7) progressively reduces the error, with the lowest error obtained using three
terms. In the table, the terms Naïve Bool, Altered Bool, and Naïve
Thresh refer to naïve Boolean subtraction, altered Boolean subtraction, and naïve Euclidean distance thresholding respectively. Our
results using f 1 alone, f 1 and f 2 , and all three terms in Equation (7),
show lower errors compared to altered Boolean subtraction, naïve
Euclidean distance thresholding, and the approach of Papaioannou
et al. [2017]. The error generated by naïve Boolean subtraction is
low relative to our work, as volumetric Boolean subtraction only
generates geometry that is co-planar with faces in O ∪ B. However,
as discussed in Subsection 8.1.1, the excessive number of connected
components and slivers produced by the method as shown in Table 2 makes it unusable in obtaining a 3D printable restoration.

8.2

Statistical Testing

We perform a one-sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine if the distances generated by our approached are significantly
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison of our approach to naïve Boolean subtraction, altered Boolean subtraction, naïve Euclidean
distance thresholding, and the work of Papaioannou et al. [2017]. As the error, we report the average distance between vertices
for new geometry generated in the restoration piece.
Barn

Bottle

Cactus

Naïve Bool
Altered Bool
Naïve Thresh
Papaioannou et al. [2017]
Ours f 1 only
Ours f 1 , f 2
Ours f 1 , f 2 , f 3

0.0226
0.0578
0.2895
0.0365
0.0475
0.0401
0.0279

0.0271
0.0596
0.1851
0.9042
0.0442
0.0380
0.0254

0.0264
0.0578
0.0838
1.3417
0.0427
0.0331
0.0228

Mario

Naïve Bool
Altered Bool
Naïve Thresh
Papaioannou et al. [2017]
Ours f 1 only
Ours f 1 , f 2
Ours f 1 , f 2 , f 3

Frog
Cup
0.0272
0.0651
0.1878
0.0611
0.0549
0.0482
0.0357

Milk
Jug
0.0224
0.0536
0.2353
0.4033
0.0405
0.0255
0.0187

(a)

(b)

0.0215
0.0480
0.1315
0.0803
0.0319
0.0267
0.0192

Candle
Stand
0.0026
0.0692
0.2239
2.9806
0.0454
0.0461
0.0323

Candle
Holder
0.0293
0.0651
0.5410
0.0549
0.0495
0.0354
0.0240

Ornament

Owl
Cup
0.0043
0.0786
0.1635
0.0361
0.0491
0.0377
0.0239

0.0218
0.0616
0.1617
0.9954
0.0456
0.0326
0.0276

(c)

(d)

Cup

Duck

Elephant

0.0198
0.0582
0.0946
0.0374
0.0453
0.0452
0.0282

0.0219
0.0526
0.1328
0.5258
0.0463
0.0308
0.0193

Pig

Ring
Holder
0.0189
0.0477
0.1107
0.2164
0.0526
0.0520
0.0285

0.0261
0.0604
0.1194
0.4408
0.0484
0.0291
0.0214

(e)

Flower

0.0020
0.0652
0.1540
0.5049
0.0518
0.0531
0.0377

Elephant
(Big)
0.0263
0.0597
0.2996
0.1740
0.0466
0.0249
0.0193

Salt
Shaker
0.0107
0.0605
0.1232
0.1426
0.0501
0.0362
0.0255

Upright
Dog
0.0093
0.0519
0.3930
0.9717
0.0370
0.0320
0.0216

White
Dog
0.0221
0.0518
0.1545
0.6812
0.0412
0.0261
0.0188

(f)

0.0229
0.0525
0.1591
0.0338
0.0471
0.0282
0.0229

Flower
Bowl
0.0018
0.0575
0.3537
0.1481
0.0478
0.0436
0.0338
Winnie
0.0217
0.0543
0.1772
0.0365
0.0452
0.0294
0.0224

(g)

Figure 11: Restoration reconstruction results using (a) naïve Boolean subtraction, (b) Papaioannou et al. [2017], (c) naïve Euclidean distance thresholding, (d) altered Boolean subtraction, (e) our approach using f 1 , (f) our approach using f 1 and f 2 , and
(g) our complete approach using f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 .
lower than those generated by using naïve Boolean subtraction,
altered Boolean subtraction, naïve Euclidean distance thresholding,
and the approach of Papaioannou, et al. [2017]. A lower distance
indicates that the restoration piece is more closely aligned with
the original mesh, thereby creating a better fit. Since we compare
our approach to four other approaches, our statistical tests are performed multiple times. Hence, we apply a Bonferroni correction
and reject the null hypothesis if p < 0.05/4, i.e., if p < 0.0125. We
state the null and alternate hypotheses as follows:

Null: There is no difference in the distance value between our
approach and [comparative] approach.
Alternate: The distance value obtained by our approach is less
than [comparative] approach.
Here [comparative] represents one of naïve Boolean subtraction,
altered Boolean subtraction, naïve Euclidean distance thresholding,
or the approach of Papaioannou, et al. [2017]. Our approach is significantly better than altered Boolean subtraction, naïve Euclidean distance thresholding, and the approach of Papaioannou, et al. [2017]
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Table 2: Number of connected components for naïve
Boolean subtraction and our approach, and time to generate
restoration piece for our approach.

Barn
Bottle
Cactus
Candle Stand
Candle Holder
Cup
Duck
Elephant
Elephant (Big)
Flower
Flower Bowl
Frog Cup
Mario
Milk Jug
Ornament
Owl Cup
Pig
Ring Holder
Salt Shaker
Upright Dog
White Dog
Winnie

Connected Components
Naïve Bool Ours
182
1
269
1
2079
1
339
1
754
1
501
1
490
1
101
1
9424
1
439
2
297
1
3171
1
618
1
981
2
603
1
969
1
13316
2
695
3
895
2
564
1
1635
1
457
4

Timing (s)
Ours
71.11
35.32
66.97
113.11
33.82
138.33
29.70
317.59
135.25
74.43
183.21
322.61
11.75
56.51
149.96
67.21
113.04
152.24
18.91
48.79
33.64
19.18

and we strongly reject the null hypothesis in all three cases with
p < 1 × 10−4 . When comparing our approach and naïve Boolean
subtraction, we fail to reject the null hypothesis, and conclude that
the distances generated by both approaches are not significantly
different. This is to be expected as naïve Boolean subtraction provides a geometrically precise volumetric difference which retains
artifacts with small mesh imprecisions, while our approach seeks
to obtain a difference mesh for physical 3D printing.

9

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we present an approach to automatically obtain
restoration pieces for broken objects from a 3D scan of the object given an original counterpart scan for reference. Our approach
ensures a smooth join between the restoration and the broken
object by generating an exterior surface for the restoration that
approaches the broken object as close as possible within a tolerance,
and by projecting the exterior surface boundary onto the broken
object mesh to generate a fracture surface that is nearly tangential
to the exterior surface. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach on 22 objects with diverse sizes and geometries. The only
manual steps in our approach are restricted to object setup and
pre-processing, and to specifying the number of parts that have
broken off, tasks that are relatively intuitive to the average user.
One limitation is that the triangulation approach to join the exterior and fracture surfaces discussed in Section 7 may fail if the
broken object consists of two separate connected components set

up such that the exterior surface needs to join both of them creating
a hole. Another limitation is that our work assumes that the internal structure of the restored object is solid, as opposed to having
a shell structure as is common in many ceramic objects. In most
cases, the solid restoration does not impede functionality, however,
in the case of the watering-can based salt shaker, the restoration
would not contain the holes needed to release the salt. Additionally,
solid 3D restorations consume more material than a restoration
with a shell structure. In future work, we will investigate creating
restorations with alternative geometries and topologies that preserve functionality and make optimal use of 3D print material. This
may be done, for instance, by providing an interface that enables
a user to mark toplogical holes in the mesh. A third concern is
that current technologies limit the ability to reproduce the external
colors or textures of the object for a visually seamless join. In fields
such as archaeology, it is necessary to keep the restoration visually
distinct from the original broken object for reversibility and ethical
attribution of work [International Council of Museums 2017]. However, for common-use objects, it would be interesting to investigate
techniques that enable automated non-planar 2D printing, through,
for instance, decals or spray painting.
Due to the dependence of our work on small as opposed to largescale differences between the original and broken meshes, our work
is not directly applicable to creating smooth joins using publicly
available 3D models whose structure may differ significantly from
the broken object’s original counterpart, or using algorithms that
provide complete object proxies [Hermoza and Sipiran 2018; Pauly
et al. 2005; Rock et al. 2015; Stutz and Geiger 2018] that do not
preserve low-level fidelity with respect to the broken object. We
demonstrate a functional restoration result for the owl cup in Figure 12(e) with a corresponding 3D print in Figure 12(f) obtained by
deforming a publicly available cup model in Figure 12(a) to match
the broken cup in Figure 12(d). The deformation was performed
using geometry constraints such as vertex proximity and mesh
smoothness using the approach of Sorkine and Alexa [2004]. The
deformed cup is shown in Figure 12(c). However, due to the deviation in overall metric structure of the online cup from the owl
cup, we had to edit it manually prior to deformation by stretching
out the cup handle to match the owl cup handle as shown in Figure 12(b). Additionally, due to the use of a purely proximity-based
approach as the deformation constraint, the restoration does not
form a smooth join with the upper part of the handle. As part of future work, we are interested in incorporating the criteria of normal
alignment and tangency directly into the deformation operation to
create a result with a smooth join, and in performing hierarchical
deformation to account for large-scale deviations. This will enable
us to integrate our work with 3D model completion or retrieval
algorithms to provide restoration pieces without the need for the
original counterpart as input.
As shown in Figure 13, the precision of the join between the
restoration piece and the broken object is impacted by physical
constraints of 3D printing, such as the uncertainty induced by the
nozzle diameter which prevents a precise connection at acute angles, and the presence of support material on the fracture surface,
which may not be perfectly eliminated. As part of future work, we
are interested in incorporating physical constraints into the reconstruction of the 3D restoration by factoring in the nozzle diameter,
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(a) 3D model from
online repository

(b) Online 3D model
edited to cover top
and stretch handle

(c) 3D model from (b)
deformed to match
broken mug
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(d) 3D scan of
broken mug

(e) 3D scan of broken (f) Broken mug with
mug with repaired
3D printed repair part
part in red
in white

Figure 12: In the absence of the original unbroken object, we use a 3D model obtained from an online repository and deform
it to fit the structure of the original object. 3D model from (a) obtained from TurboSquid under the Royalty Free License, with
credit attributed to TurboSquid user ead12.

Figure 13: The 3D print of the elephant head does not make
a perfect join with the elephant (left) due to uncertainties
introduced by the nozzle diameter, and the presence of support structure remnants on the fracture surface (right).

generating joinable 3D printed parts that can be connected to form
large restoration pieces that cannot be printed intact on consumer
printers, and automatically recommending optimal configurations
for 3D printing a restoration piece by orienting the piece to avoid
support structures on the fracture surface. Connecting our restoration reconstruction approach with automated recommendation
for 3D printing parts will enable an average user to have a fully
automated end-to-end system for restoring their broken objects.
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A

PROOFS FOR COMPUTATION OF η

Theorem A.1. Given a line segment PQ from mesh O intersecting
with a triangle ∆ABC from mesh B, such that P and Q are each
exactly µ units away from the vertices A, B, and C. The length of PQ
is the smallest possible if ∆ABC is an equilateral triangle with side
length being a, the length of the longest edge in O.
Proof: Consider an initial scalene triangle ∆A ′ B ′ C ′ on the left of
Figure 14(a), and an initial line segment P ′ Q ′ , such that P ′ and Q ′
are each exactly µ units away from vertices A ′ , B ′ , and C ′ . P ′ Q ′
is then perpendicular to and bisected by ∆ABC. The proof can
be intuited using a paper-unfolding approach. If the edge A ′ B ′ in
Figure 14(a) is changed by pulling points A ′ and B ′ to points A and
B in the diagram on the right, then in order to preserve the edge
lengths of P ′ A ′ , P ′ B ′ , and P ′ C ′ to be µ, the two triangles P ′ A ′ C ′
and P ′ B ′ C ′ need to be unfolded out along the crease P ′ C ′ . This will
induce the point P ′ to move downward along the curved arrow in
Figure 14(a), causing the angle γ ′ to reduce to γ , i.e., γ < γ ′ . P ′ I ′ =
µ sin γ ′ , and PI = µ sin γ .
It can be shown that γ ′ is acute by observing that ∠P ′ C ′ B ′ and
∠P ′ A ′ C ′ are both acute angles since triangles P ′ B ′ C ′ and P ′ A ′ C ′
are isosceles about P ′ , and that a cross-sectional triangle of the
tetrahedron P ′ A ′ C ′ B ′ containing P ′ C ′ will have the angle at C ′ be
lesser than the greater of ∠P ′ C ′ B ′ and ∠P ′ A ′ C ′ . In particular, the
angle, i.e., γ ′ will be the lowest when the cross-section contains
P ′ I ′ . Similarly γ is also acute. For acute angles γ and γ ′ , if γ < γ ′ ,
then sin γ < sin γ ′ . Therefore ||PI|| < ||P ′ I ′ ||. Keeping m ′ and n ′
constant, ||PI|| is least when AB attains a length l = a.
A similar analysis with the tetrahedron Q ′ A ′ B ′ C ′ shows that
||QI|| is least when AB attains a length of l = a, so that PQ will
have the least length for AB having length a. After changing l ′ to
l = a, the stretching can be repeated on m ′ and then on n ′ to show
that the length of PI attains the least value for AB, BC, and CA
each having lengths a, or ∆ABC being an equilateral triangle with
side length a.
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<latexit sha1_base64="WQqeqTljwS7NoUvmgyUaiWyrT98=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF9FR2RdBj0YvHKtYW2lKyabYNTbJLMiuUpf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyZSWPT9b6+wsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPHm2cGsYbLJaxaYXUcik0b6BAyVuJ4VSFkjfD0c203nzixopYP+A44V1FB1pEglF01r067ZUrftWfiSxDkEMFctV75a9OP2ap4hqZpNa2Az/BbkYNCib5pNRJLU8oG9EBbzvUVHHbzWabTsiJc/okio17GsnM/
sha1_base64="WQqeqTljwS7NoUvmgyUaiWyrT98=">AAAB6XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF9FR2RdBj0YvHKtYW2lKyabYNTbJLMiuUpf/AiwdFvPqPvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyZSWPT9b6+wsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPHm2cGsYbLJaxaYXUcik0b6BAyVuJ4VSFkjfD0c203nzixopYP+A44V1FB1pEglF01r067ZUrftWfiSxDkEMFctV75a9OP2ap4hqZpNa2Az/BbkYNCib5pNRJLU8oG9EBbzvUVHHbzWabTsiJc/okio17GsnM/T2RUWXtWIWuU1Ec2sXa1Pyv1k4xuupmQicpcs3mH0WpJBiT6dmkLwxnKMcOKDPC7UrYkBrK0IVTciEEiycvw+N5NXB8d1GpXedxFOEIjuEMAriEGtxCHRrAIIJneIU3b+S9eO/ex7y14OUzh/BH3ucPNguNIg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TxA8gncsX5zcpNacEqzqXNZLpiI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeqF48VbC22oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrHqBFSj4BJbhhuBnUQhjQKBD8H4JvcfnlBpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVhdjXtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qe5XfntcZ1UUcZjuAYTsGDC2jALTShBQwkPMMrvDnaeXHenY/5aMkpdg7hD5zPH6mokOU=</latexit>
<latexit

C

B

m

<latexit sha1_base64="pDzNUmhOgKEUAKR9vKKK/D7VwBI=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXRa7cVnBPrANZTKdtEMnkzBzI5TQv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEikMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4JJI/c7T1wbEasHnCbcj+hIiVAwilZ67EcUx0GYNWaDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszTiCpmkxvQ8N0E/oxoFk3xW7qeGJ5RN6Ij3LFU04sbP5oln5NwqQxLG2j6FZK7+3shoZMw0CuxkntAse7n4n9dLMbzxM6GSFLlii4/CVBKMSX4+GQrNGcqpJZRpYbMSNqaaMrQllW0J3vLJq6R9WfMsv7+q1m+LOkpwCmdwAR5cQx3uoAktYKDgGV7hzTHOi/PufCxG15xi5wT+wPn8AayykOc=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="BWGuMw0dDf7/rLcpclzuXjH/BDo=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXZa6cVnBPrANZTKdtEMnkzBzI5TQv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEikMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJbe53nrg2IlYPOE24H9GREqFgFK302I8ojoMwa8wGlapbc+cgq8QrSBUKNAeVr/4wZmnEFTJJjel5boJ+RjUKJvms3E8NTyib0BHvWapoxI2fzRPPyLlVhiSMtX0KyVz9vZHRyJhpFNjJPKFZ9nLxP6+XYnjjZ0IlKXLFFh+FqSQYk/x8MhSaM5RTSyjTwmYlbEw1ZWhLKtsSvOWTV0n7suZZfn9VrTeKOkpwCmdwAR5cQx3uoAktYKDgGV7hzTHOi/PufCxG15xi5wT+wPn8AastkOY=</latexit>
<latexit
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<latexit sha1_base64="d2FSZ2jd7sTosK/q1sQvZFteXKU=">AAAB/3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw4yZYBFclEUGXpW5cVrQXaEOYTCft0MkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GSZqGtBwY+/nMO55/fjxmVyra/jcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7h90ZZQITDo4YpHo+0gSRjnpKKoY6ceCoNBnpOdPr/N+74EISSN+r2YxcUM05jSgGCkteebRMERqghFL7zKvYD9IW5ln1u2GXZS1DE4JdSir7Zlfw1GEk5BwhRmScuDYsXJTJBTFjGS1YSJJjPAUjclAI0chkW5a+M+sU62MrCAS+nFlFervjRSFUs5CX0/mDuViLxf/6w0SFVy5KeVxogjH80NBwiwVWXkY1ogKghWbaUBYUO3VwhMkEFY6spoOwVn88jJ0zxuO5tuLerNVxlGFYziBM3DgEppwA23oAIZHeIZXeDOejBfj3fiYj1aMcucQ/pTx+QOPL5Zv</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8nh7aonYi8Ake4aYf7zdRbOipH0=">AAAB6nicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHivYD2qVk02wbmmSXZFYopT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjbJDOMNlsjEtCNquRSaN1Cg5O3UcKoiyVvR6HZWbz1xY0WiH3Gc8lDRgRaxYBSd9dBVWa9c8av+XGQVghwqkKveK391+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphhNqUDDJp6VuZnlK2YgOeMehporbcDJfdUrOnNMncWLc00jm7u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV2uzcz/ap0M4+twInSaIdds8VGcSYIJmd1N+sJwhnLsgDIj3K6EDamhDF06JRdCsHzyKjQvqoHj+8tK7SaPowgncArnEMAV1OAO6tAABgN4hld486T34r17H4vWgpfPHMMfeZ8/XWCN1g==</latexit>

Q0

Q

<latexit sha1_base64="ozBiFQLuScia62KtAHLG6TujtAA=">AAAB/3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1Rw4yZYBFclEUGXxW5cVrQXaEOYTCft0MkkzEyEErPwVdy4UMStr+HOt3GSZqGtBwY+/nMO55/fjxmVyra/jcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7h90ZZQITDo4YpHo+0gSRjnpKKoY6ceCoNBnpOdPW3m/90CEpBG/V7OYuCEacxpQjJSWPPNoGCI1wYild5lXsB+krcwz63bDLspaBqeEOpTV9syv4SjCSUi4wgxJOXDsWLkpEopiRrLaMJEkRniKxmSgkaOQSDct/GfWqVZGVhAJ/biyCvX3RopCKWehrydzh3Kxl4v/9QaJCq7clPI4UYTj+aEgYZaKrDwMa0QFwYrNNCAsqPZq4QkSCCsdWU2H4Cx+eRm65w1H8+1FvXldxlGFYziBM3DgEppwA23oAIZHeIZXeDOejBfj3fiYj1aMcucQ/pTx+QOQtJZw</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="A2x61AwzTqvl3nsX4vxieq4nk7o=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEXRbduGzBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpTQv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5y/3OEyrNY/lgpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+xE14yDMmrNBperW3DnIKvEKUoUCjUHlqz+MWRqhNExQrXuemxg/o8pwJnBW7qcaE8omdIQ9SyWNUPvZPPGMnFtlSMJY2ScNmau/NzIaaT2NAjuZJ9TLXi7+5/VSE974GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4+GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7suZZ3ryq1m+LOkpwCmdwAR5cQx3uoQEtYCDhGV7hzdHOi/PufCxG15xi5wT+wPn8AcH4kPU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9NucY1v+JR6huVeLNLQfEshW2JQ=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFdlUQEXRbduGzBPqANZTKdtEMnkzBzI5TQz3DjQhG3fo07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEikMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJfe53nrg2IlaPOE24H9GREqFgFK3U60cUx0GYNWcXg0rVrblzkFXiFaQKBRqDyld/GLM04gqZpMb0PDdBP6MaBZN8Vu6nhieUTeiI9yxVNOLGz+aRZ+TcKkMSxto+hWSu/t7IaGTMNArsZB7RLHu5+J/XSzG89TOhkhS5YouPwlQSjEl+PxkKzRnKqSWUaWGzEjammjK0LZVtCd7yyaukfVXzLG9eV+t3RR0lOIUzuAQPbqAOD9CAFjCI4Rle4c1B58V5dz4Wo2tOsXMCf+B8/gAmMJEm</latexit>
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F gure 14 a Pu ng apart po nts A and B causes the po nt
P to come c oser to the tr ang e ABC so that t s c osest when
ABC s an equ atera tr ang e w th s de ength be ng the
ongest edge n O b For tr ang e ABC PQ shown s sma er
than any ne segment P w th po nt P n the nter or or
boundary of the shaded reg on devo d of P PQ s sma est
when the s des PA PB and PC atta n the r east va ue µ
Theorem A 2 G ven a ne segmen PQ rom mesh O n ersec ng
w h an equ a era r ang e ∆ABC rom mesh B such ha P and
Q are each a eas µ un s away rom he ver ces A B and C The
eng h o PQ s he sma es P and Q are each exac y µ un s away
rom ver ces A B and C
Proo For he equ a era r ang e ∆ABC cons der he ne segmen PQ ha n ersec s ∆ABC and where P and Q are each a
eas µ un s away rom A B and C e PA ≥ µ PB ≥ µ
and PC ≥ µ Then P s he n ersec on po n o he hree c osed
spheres SA SB and SC whose rad are PA
PB and PC re
spec ve y n order or he ne segmen PQ o n ersec he r ang e
∆ABC needs o be confined n he pyram da cone C
Cons der a po n P chosen n he space T = C \ SA ∪ SB ∪ SC
Th s space s he n er or o he shaded reg on shown n F gure 14 b
For h s po n P A > PA
P B > PB and P C >
PC The ne segmen P Q es ou s de he reg on o n ersec on
o he cone C and he sphere SPQ raced by P abou Q e ou s de
o SPQ ∩ C So P Q < PQ
Cons der a second po n P chosen on δ SA ∪ δ SB ∪ δ SC ∩
C \ {P} wh ch represen s he boundary o he shaded reg on a
he sur ace o he spheres devo d o P n F gure 14 b P s confined
o he boundary o he sphere SC e o δ SC \ δ SA ∪ δ SB ∩ C
so ha P C = PC To reach P rom A or B one needs o s ep
ou o a eas one o SA or SB e a eas one o he o ow ng
cond ons mus ho d P A > PA or P B > PB The
ne segmen P Q es ou s de SPQ ∩ C So P Q < PQ The
same effec can be seen or he cho ce o a po n on he boundar es
δ SA \ δ SB ∪ δ SC ∩ C and δ SB \ δ SA ∪ δ SC ∩ C
Thus P Q > PQ
any one o he o ow ng ho d P A >
PB
P B > PB or P C > PC S nce he ower bound
on he d s ance o P rom any ver ex n he mesh B s µ he sma es
va ues ha PA
PB or PC can ake s µ There ore any
ver ex P ha s ur her han µ un s rom a eas one o he ver ces
A B or C s ur her away rom Q han P s rom Q One can do a
s m ar ana ys s o see ha any ver ex Q ha s ur her han µ un s
rom a eas one o he ver ces A B or C s ur her away rom P
han Q s rom P Thus PQ s he sma es eng h ne segmen ha
n ersec s ∆ABC

